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Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from A History of British Birds, Vol. 8: Containing Forty-Four Coloured
Engravings The Cormorant is a bird of almost universal distribution, and belongs to each of the
four quarters of the globe. It is also accommodating in the situations it frequents, and makes itself
equally at home on sea or land, both near the shore and farther from it, in barren and rocky places,
as well as in those that are wooded, the neighbourhood of buildings, and the most lonely wilderness,
rivers and lakes, fresh-water and salt. In Europe it occurs on the shores of Norway and Iceland, and
then in the south is seen in the Black Sea and the Grecian Archipelago, as also on the Swiss and
other lakes and rivers. In Asia, in Siberia, Russia, and the Icy Sea, the Caspian Sea, and India; in
America, from Greenland and Hudson s Bay to Canada and the United States. About the Publisher
Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at This book
is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art...
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Reviews
This book is fantastic. It normally fails to price excessive. Your daily life span will likely be enhance once you total reading this publication.
-- Hea th Pr osa cco
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am e ortlessly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Tr ever Von
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